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Abstract
Home automation is changing into additional and additional well-liked day by day as
a result of its various blessings. This paper aims at planning home security automation
victimization Raspberry Pi. Home automation is Associate in Nursing rising field in
info technology. These days security cameras (CCTV) square measure on the market
for recording completely different events happening in home and offices. These
cameras square measure used just for recording videos and these recorded video will
later be used for analysis. This paper introduces systems that perpetually monitors the
house perimeter and apprize the owner of the house once there's a traveller or
interloper. The owner is abreast of with a picture of traveller and time of visiting. The
system is enforced victimization Raspberry Pi. The system is capable of notifying the
user by Email, SMS, decision and Whatsapp instantly victimization python scripting.
So one will have the information of the person appeared at that instant. This device
may be placed either at a door or anywhere wherever security is required i.e. at
restricted place. By this police investigation becomes simple. We’ve got conjointly
enclosed a door bell apprize system. Through the camera image of the person is
captured whenever PIR senses presence of someone and our controller sends those
image to the pre-stored e-mail address through LAN.
KEYWORDS: CCTV, LAN, SMS, E-Mail, Raspberry Pi, Whatsapp, PCB, USB,
RAM, traveler, HDMI

I.

INTRODUCTION
Today, the utilization of home automation is increasing day by day. Home automation
associate degree rising field in info technology. Home automation is solely dominant
totally different activities of home with the advanced technologies. Like dominant
electronic devices, shift on/off electrical appliances with cellular devices from a
special location [5]. It permits the user to perform totally different action of home
from far off place Home security automation is s field of home automation. It focus
on the protection aspects of homes and offices. It allows remote police work of homes
and offices to boost the protection of home and offices mistreatment info technology
and wireless communication. The recognition of home security automation has been
inflated in greatly in recent years because of a lot of higher affordability and ease.
This could be achieved by native networking or by device. Security systems [9]
valuable tools in protection against several of the risks that may happen in and around
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a home. These systems safeguard homes from intruders and burglars. Home security
begins with home safety. Home safety begins with householders taking steps to guard
their home and its residents. one in every of the simplest ways in which for
householders to possess a secure house is to put in a security camera system
Raspberry Pi [1] could be a credit card-sized single board personal computer
developed in Britain by the Raspberry Pi Foundation. It absolutely was finally
discharged in February 2012. It’s provided new opportunities to reinforce tools for
education. It conjointly helps to alter developers to access in reasonable value and
straightforward to program.

Fihure.1: Block Diagram
It primarily uses UNIX operating system kernel based mostly OS, the most recent
version of Pi support windows10 OS [17]. The ARM11[1] is predicated on version
half dozen of the ARM on that many pc versions of UNIX operating system now not
run as well as Ubuntu. They’re out there in 3 totally different models, A, B and B+.
Figure one shows a Raspberry Pi model B. Main objective of this paper is to
implement home security automation mistreatment Raspberry Pi. This is often
achieved through putting in a camera. By implementing some advanced algorithms
the system ought to be able to capture image once a traveller or unwelcome person
enter into the house perimeter.
II.

LITERATURE SURVEY
2.1. Closed Circuit Television
Closed circuit televisions are called CCTV. These systems area unit the foremost
usually used security system. CCTV cameras record live videos or capture pictures.
Two kind of CCTV on the market area unit wireless and wired. These systems area
unit capable of recording live videos for a fundamental measure [7, 9]. CCTV
cameras will be applied anyplace however it's most typically used for security
functions in banks, airports, shopping centers etc. CCTV cameras continuously
monitor a selected place or typically operated for a selected event. The earliest CCTV
systems weren't capable of recording and storing info. It had been the event of reel-toreel media that became crucial turning purpose within the sweetening of
contemporary systems. These systems area unit extremely cogent in crime
interference, industrial processes [12], traffic observance etc. Digital Multiplexing
permits many CCTV cameras to record promptly. This allows the recording events at
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varied locations. The most recent CCTV systems increased its performance by
coupling with net. Industrial processes that occur below conditions dangerous for
humans area unit nowadays usually monitored with CCTV systems. Industry and
Nuclear business area unit the samples of industries within which these systems
supervise and supply an extremely helpful service.
2.2. Home Alarm
Security alarm [4] may be a system designed to find intrusion and unauthorized entry
into a building or space. These systems area unit employed in residential, commercial,
Industrial and military properties for defense against felony or property injury,
likewise as personal protection against intruders. Some device serves one purpose
felony protection; the mix system offer each hearth and intrusion protection. Systems
vary from little self-contained noisemakers [16], to com plicate d, multi-area systems
with pc observance and management. Alarms comes with totally different of sensors
like Passive Infrared Detectors (PIR), extremist Sonic Detectors, Microwave
detectors, physical phenomenon beams, glass-break detection, vibration or inertia
detectors and then on.
2.3. Raspberry pi
A Raspberry Pi may be a master card sized pc board. Like a PC, it has RAM, disc
drive (SD Card), Audio and Video ports, USB port, HDMI port, and LAN port. With
the Pi, users will produce unfold sheets, word-processing, browse the net, play high
definition video and far additional. It had been designed to be a price friendly pc for
users World Health Organization required one. There are unit 3 models, Model A, B
and B+. Model B+ is that the quicker containing 512MB of RAM likewise because
the ability to over clock. The Raspberry Pi gets supercharged via an everyday 5V
small USB port and uses between 700- 1000mA. For comes requiring additional
power than one Amp associate outwardly supercharged USB hub is required. The
GPIO pins on the board need 16mA every, the camera module needs 250mA; HDMI
needs 50mA whereas keyboard and mice needs vary. Powering the Raspberry Pi
exploitation batteries is feasible but it's not counseled as a result of batteries doesn’t
offer stable power which might damage the system. As mentioned on top of the
Raspberry Pi’s disc drive is that the American state card inserted into it. The
minimum demand for the American state card is four GB and it will go up to 32GB
[15].
2.4. Camera and Motion Detection
The Camera Board [6] on the Raspberry Pi may be a little computer circuit board. The
PCB is connected to a ribbon cable that connects to the Pi itself on its own port. The
ribbon will be long. The camera on the board is incredibly little (5MP camera); and is
admire those used on cell phones nowadays. As for currently it's the sole Camera
created specifically for the Pi so these specifications cannot be updated. Since it uses
250mA, outwardly powering the Pi ought to be comfortable enough for the camera. If
additional things area unit connected, however, once more associate outwardly
supercharged USB hub is required [17]. A USB supercharged digital camera will be
accustomed be able to deliver the goods motion detection. For this case solely a
camera board is required. In order for the camera to be enabled it's necessary to travel
to the raspberry pi configuration settings and choosing modify Camera. The camera
will be used as an everyday camera likewise as a motion police work camera.
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Closed circuit televisions are also known as CCTV. These systems are the most
commonly used security system. CCTV cameras record live videos or capture images.
Two kind of CCTV available are wireless and wired. These systems are capable of
recording live videos for a time period. CCTV cameras can be applied anywhere but it
is most commonly used for security purposes in banks, airports, shopping centers etc.
CCTV cameras continuously monitor a particular place or sometimes operated for a
particular event. The earliest CCTV systems were not capable of recording and
storing information. It was the development of reel-to-reel media which became
crucial turning point in the enhancement of modern systems [11]. These systems are
highly influential in crime prevention, industrial processes, traffic monitoring etc.
Digital Multiplexing allows several CCTV cameras to record at once. These enable
the recording events at various locations. The latest CCTV systems enhanced its
performance by coupling with Internet. Industrial processes that take place under
conditions dangerous for humans are today often monitored with CCTV systems.
Chemical Industry and Nuclear Industry are the examples of industries in which these
systems supervise and provide a highly beneficial service.
III.

SYSTEM DESIGN
The planned system contains a camera connected to a Raspberry Pi board that
perpetually monitors the perimeter of the house. By mistreatment motion sensors and
motion detection [7] algorithms, the system detects the presence of a personality's
being. The camera capture the traveller associate degreed sends the image at the side
of visiting time to deal with owner through an e-mail and SMS. Therefore the house
owner gets instant notification and might take action.
Some benefits of the planned system are
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Instant Notification
Wireless System
Secure
straightforward Implementation and maintenance
Cheaper to implement
software package change is feasible
Works with basic phones

The design of Home Security Automation consists of a camera module that captures
pictures, sensing unit which might be either hardware or software package. Figure two
shows the design of the complete system. The design contains associate degree admin,
and a user. The admin register the e-mail address and mobile range of the user into the
system. The information is hold on into the info. Once a traveller enters into the house
perimeter, the camera detects motion and captures the image of traveler [14]. This
image is then sending to the registered email address of the user. The system is
additionally capable of notifying the user through SMS, decision and even Whatsapp.
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Figure.2: System Architecture
IV.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Motion Detection
Motion sight is that the method of police investigation the amendment within the
surroundings relative to Associate in Nursing object or a amendment in position of
Associate in Nursing object relative to its surroundings. Motion detector may be a
device will detects moving target, particularly folks. Motion detectors square measure
wide utilized in raise, grocery [8]. Anywhere that the majority of the time no activity
will use motion detector replace traditional police investigation cameras. A motion
detector is usually completed as a part of a system that mechanically executes alerts a
user motion detected in a neighborhood. Motion detectors type a very important
element of energy potency, home management, machine-controlled lighting
management, security, and different helpful system In Raspberry pi Motion detection
will be done victimization the software system package referred to as motion [11]. By
adjusting the edge price and different vital parameters into a correct price, the system
are ready to sight motion in an exceedingly frame. Figure three illustrate the essential
plan of motion detection.

Figure.3: Motion Detection
4.5 Performance Analysis
CCTVs square measure solely capable of recording videos and might solely is used
for future analysis chiefly. Live CCTV systems square measure extremely advanced.
The worth of CCTV info has risen, leading to a better risk from hackers. Hacking
CCTV footage has LED to privacy problems. It’s unattainable to fully defend security
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system from hackers. The system connects to a network; hackers will hack into the
system nearly from outside locations. Wired CCTV system has the disadvantage of
being fastened to a selected space, which means that the camera can’t merely
amendment the situation. The installation and cabling of those cameras may be a
troublesome task that demands the help of pros. because the CCTV system is
continually recording video footage from cameras [12, 7] it needs a high quantity of
space for storing. The necessity of pros and huge space for storing increase the
installation and maintenance value. Home alarms aren't in any respect troublesome to
skilled burglars, there's a chance that the user will forget to alter the alarm once effort.
Most home warning device has to be compelled to shut the windows and doors
properly before it's enabled. A serious criticism concerning alarms is that the majority
of the skilled burglar’s square measure aware of alarms and grasps exactly to upset it.
This method cannot capture image or video [6, 14], therefore the identity of stealer is
unknown if he escape. Thousand solely, this might vary if the user chooses a better
resolution camera.
V.

CONCLUSION
In this paper we have a tendency to project a security system that is in a position to
observe the house perimeter and send word the owner once a traveller intrudes. The
system is in a position to send word the user instantly through email, SMS and even
through a Whatsapp message. Not like the prevailing CCTV systems, the software
system of the projected system will be updated. It’s Associate in Nursing economical
and value effective security resolution for home security automation. The advantage
of victimization this method is that, it's terribly user friendly and a lot of significantly
it's terribly straightforward to work. In future the system might get updates for
external body part detection and so eliminating unwanted motion detections
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